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Effelsberg 100m, Jodrell 76m,Hat Creek 6m,  FAST 500m



Dish Size determines the Angular Resolution
• Full-Width Half Maximum of Beam   ~  1.15 λ / D 
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Surface Area and Accuracy determine Sensitivity
• Sensitivity = 10-26Ae/kB K/Jy,  Ae = ηA(π/4)D2,  ηA ≈ 0.7 e‒(4πε/λ)^2
• “Antenna Temperature” is that of a black body at input giving same power

σ = 0.5mm

σ = 70μm

σ = 25μm

σ = 6μm



High Frequency is Domain of Thermal Emission
• Black body solid angle Ω emits flux S = Ω 2hν3/c2 /(ehν/kT – 1)
• Antenna Temperature for a 1” diameter source at TBB = 70K
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Types of Observation
• Continuum – spectrum assumed to be smooth.
• Spectral Line – features due to atoms or molecules, can be emission lines or absorption of background source.
• Polarization – fraction of linear (+angle) & circular.
• Variability – timescales of >year down to <microsec.
• All combinations of above are relevant, in extreme case measure:  I, Q, U & V all as functions of θ, φ, ν and t !
Generalities of Objects to be Observed (“Sources”)
• Extended with respect to beam, so can map emission –examples:  galactic synchrotron, interstellar clouds (dust and molecular lines) and cosmic microwave background.
• Unresolved, “point sources”, so only measure total emission:  quasars, pulsars. Single dishes often do surveys to find such objects – interferometers follow up.



Some Operational Single-Dish Radio Telescopes

• Many older antennas are still in operation and some are being used for astronomy.  In particular many operate, along with purpose-built dishes, as elements in the various VLBI networks.
• Countries involved in space programs also operate many large antennas for communications and some of these are used part-time for VLBI, etc. 

Name Country Diam Surface F_min F_max Comments
m μm GHz GHz

Arecibo Puerto Rico 305 ? 0.05 10 also Radar
GBT USA 100 250 0.1 116 Offset, active
Effelsberg Germany 100 500 0.4 95 Homologous
Jodrell England 76 ~5000 0.4 5 Mostly in MERLIN
Parkes Australia 64 500 0.6 3 HI & pulsars
Sardina Italy 64 300 0.3 115 Active surface
Yebes Spain 40 150 2.2 24.5 mm Obs planned
OVRO USA 40 500 12 18 Blazar monitoring
Torun Poland 32 500 0.15 7 Mostly VLBI
HartRAO South Africa 26 500 1 23 VLBI, pulsars
Most of the surface figures are questionable and frequencies may not all be available



Effelsberg 100m Prime Focus Receivers



Effelsberg 100m Prime Focus



100m Secondary Focus Receivers



100m Secondary Focus



Selected mm-wave telescopes

• Many countries built mm-wave telescopes in the ‘70s & ’80s, after the discovery of inter-stellar molecules, and quite a few are still in use but time on these is not widely accessible.
• Several other small dishes are also in operation mainly for surveys.

Name Country Diam Surface F_min F_max Comments
m μm GHz GHz

GTM/LMT Mexico 50 100 90 270 Active surface
Nobeyama Japan 45 90 20 116 Still largest mm
IRAM Spain 30 65 86 345 Arrays, Cameras
Onsala Sweden 20 90-170 18 116 Oldest big mm tel?
JCMT Hawaii 15 25 210 850 SCUBA2,HARP,RxA
Delingha China 13.7 ~75 85 115 Purple Mount Obs
APEX Chile 12 20 210 1200 Many instruments
Kitt Peak USA 12 25 84 116 New (ALMA) dish
ASTE Chile 10 20 320 500 Camera coming
SMT USA 10 15 210 720 was HHT
South Pole Antarctica 8 25 100 350 CMB & Surveys
Nanten Chile 4 20 460 880 sub-mm



From 30m web pages



Observing Proposals
• For almost all facilities, what is observed is determined by assessment of competitive bids.
• Calls for Proposals - usually at regular intervals – these specify what capabilities will be available.
• In many cases there are restrictions on who may apply but usually there is some (small?) amount of open time.
• Assessment is on a) Feasibility and then b) Scientific Return given the amount of telescope time required.
• Aids available – documentation, web-tools and help-desks – on Feasibility and Time Estimates.  Essential to use these, despite them often being over-prescriptive.
• Art of writing science cases is highly developed.  Having experienced collaborators is extremely valuable.
• Practice and get feedback from people on review panels.   





Ideal Scientific Case
• Theory X (ref…) predicts that the number of objects of Type Y increases as a function q(S) with flux limit S.
• Theory Y (ref…) by contrast predicts that the function should be p(S).  At S = 1mJy, q = M x p.
• To distinguish between these two with 99% confidence we need to observe area A of sky to a noise level of ZmJy.  This will take T hours of time.Note that:
• The observations test specific published theories.
• The predictions are quantitative and directly testable.
• You need to do the statistics to demonstrate that a meaningful result can be obtained from your project.
• Make sure the time estimate is realistic.
• Most projects will of course not fit this model exactly, but you are most likely to get time if you aim towards it.



Serendipity, etc
• There is little room in this world for observations along the lines of, “We will take some data on these interesting objects and see what we can find in it”.
• This is a serious problem – nobody would have written a proposal to search for pulsars:  no theories predicted polyatomic molecules in interstellar space.
• Fortunately most data is archived and becomes public.  Good examples are: Discoveries of Fast Radio Bursts in data taken searching for pulsars, and finding high-redshift galaxies in the fields of ALMA calibration sources. 
• This may however get worse in the future – data rate from SKA is expected to be too large to archive in raw form.  Data will be process and dumped.  Need to decide in advance what “data products” should be stored.



Performing Observations
• Many telescopes run in “Service Mode”.  Observer provides details of exactly what is required – ranges between filling in a form to creating the detailed commands:  a “Scheduling Block” in ALMA parlance.  Again there are sophisticated tools to help do this but effort and understanding are critical at this stage.
• Some still operate with astronomer participation, but you may not get to do your own observations.  In practice you still need a very detailed plan of what is going to be done.  Real-timing checking to ensure the data is good is essential.  Figuring out what to do when it is not is the hard part.  Must be based on logic and a proper understanding of the whole system.
• Intermediate case is “remote observing” which in turn ranges from full control to monitoring stataus and data.



Also from the 30m



PARKES TELESCOPE STATUS 
Important Information 
Remote observing with the Parkes telescope from the Marsfield Science Operations 
Centre (SOC) is now the default mode of observing. Observing from Parkes will still 
be permitted for complex or non-standard observations, or in other circumstances 
where this is the more sensible option. Remote observing from other locations is 
permitted for suitably qualified observers. 
It is expected that proposal teams with experienced Parkes observers will be self-
sufficient, with a member of each team being designated the Project Expert and being 
the first point of contact (most often remotely) for questions relating to the observations 
after work hours. Inexperienced teams are encouraged to seek experienced 
collaborators: if this is not possible, the teams should be prepared to arrive several 
days before their observations commence in order for observer training to be 
completed during work hours so that a member of the team is qualified for the Project 
Expert role.  
Breakthrough Listen 
As noted above, the Breakthrough Foundation and Yuri Milner have entered into an 
agreement with CSIRO to use the Parkes Telescope to Search for Extra-terrestrial 
Intelligence (SETI). The Breakthrough Listen program will be allocated 25% of 
Parkes observing time for five years commencing in 2016OCT, which will typically be 
scheduled as a 4~5 hour block each day.  


